Contributors
Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts
April 1, 2020 to March 31, 2021

The Community Foundation is extraordinarily grateful to the following donors for their support. Whether a gift starts a new fund, adds to an existing one, or supports our operations, every dollar helps to improve the quality of life in our three counties and beyond. Contributors listed with an asterisk (*) are noted for having made a gift to the Foundation’s Annual Fund this year.

$1,000,000 plus
United Bank Foundation MA
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Anonymous (4)

$500,000 to $999,999
Barr Foundation
Charlie and Elizabeth D’Amour *
Mark Keroack and Annamarie Errichetti *

$10,000 to $49,999

$50,000 to $99,999
Charter Oak Financial, Inc.: Brendan Naughton and Brad Somma
Marcy Eisenberg
Eversource Energy Foundation
Jack Horner and Ron Skinn
Matthew and Cristin Levinger
Lochridge-Watkins Charitable Foundation, Bank of America Trustee
Elaine Nicpon Marieb Charitable Foundation
JP Morgan Charitable Giving Fund
Nellie Mae Education Foundation, Inc.
O’Connell Oil Associates Inc.
Sally and Lewis Popper
Stanley Black & Decker
Kimberly Wissemann
Anonymous (4)

$100,000 to $499,999
All States Asphalt, Inc.
Betty Barker
Beveridge Foundation
Joseph and Barbara Blumenthal
Collins Pipe & Supply Co., Inc.
Daily Hampshire Gazette
Estate of Claire C. Kane
George and Jackie Keady
Barbara and Amos Hostetter
Marisa Labozzetta and Martin Wohl
Patrick Leary
Robyn A. Newhouse
Pilot House Associates
The Recorder
Jeffrey P. Roth-Howe
Virginia Sullivan
Ralph and Vicki Tate
Raymond and Marilyn Thorpe
Vertex Pharmaceuticals Incorporated
Anonymous (13)
Nan and Matilda Heydt Fund
Norma Hill
Bill and Susan Firestone
Ted Kurtz
Latino Scholarship Fund
MassMutual Trust Company
Brenda and Zane Mirkin
Steve and Moira Mitus *
Sue Monks
The MP Group
Becky Packard and Seamus Gahan
People's United Community Foundation
PeoplesBank
Katherine Perls
Victoria Pillard
Quota International of Holyoke
Nancy Reiche
Estate of Alan H. Rifkin
Philip and Elizabeth Rosenberry
Angela Russek
Betty Smiarowski
Gladys Sullivan
TD Charitable Foundation
Doug and Cory Theobald *
TIAA Charitable Inc. *
Vanguard Charitable *
Delores and Robert Viarengo
Elizabeth Vierling
Wagner Foundation
Richard and Sandra Wallis *
Bobbin Young and Eric Weber
Westfield Bank
Adam Zucker and Heather Abel
Anonymous (14)

$5,000 to $9,999

Victor Alexander
George Arwady *
Kevin and Sallie Deans Lake
Charitable Fund of the Ayco
Charitable Foundation
Andrew Balder and Cynthia Sommer
Benoliel Family Foundation
Cambridge Trust: Massachusetts Charitable Society
Cameron and Jane Baird Foundation
Center for New Americans
Kendall Clark
Michael Cohen and Chia Collins
Vinnie and Mary Daboul
DeLaCour Family Foundation
Dietz & Company Architects, Inc
Fallon Health
First Niagara Foundation
Margaret and James Freeman
Karin and Richard George
Hartford Foundation for Public Giving
Ellen Hertzmark
Robert Jonas and Margaret Bullitt Jonas
Liberty Bank
Living Springs Foundation
Longmeadow Business Study Group
Northampton Education Foundation, Inc.
William and Kelli Nyhan
Melissa and Pandora Redwin
Allen Steiger
Yeshvant and Jean Rose Talati
Leonard and Irene Thomas
Sally and Stephen Wittenberg
Katie Allan Zobel and Christopher Zobel
Anonymous (4)

$1,000 to $4,999

Ron and Gladys Abdow
Advanced Copier Services, Inc.
Courtney Afonso and Andy Blajda
Jane Allan
Susan Alston and Thomas Millette
American Honda Finance Corporation
Bruce and Lisa Bachmann
Bake for a Cause

Todd and Andrea Barron
Sandy and Betsy Belden *
Bessemer Trust Company
Alexander W. Borawski, Inc.
Ken and Rosalie Boutin *
Barbara Braem-Jensen
Stephen Bristol and Karen Gunther-Nesbit
Bruce Brown
Bulkley, Richardson and Gelines LLP
Jeffrey and Andrea Burgess
Rebecca Busansky and Jonah Zuckerman
Joan and Carl Cameron
Katherine Campbell *
Phyllis Clapis and Elizabeth Feeney
Rika Clement
Carol Coan and David Nixon
Robert and Mary Cohn
Commonwealth Charitable Fund
Peter Contuzzi and Giovanna Bellesia-Contuzzi
Mary-Beth and David Cooper *
Tony and Anne Correia
Costello & Leiter, P.C.
Susan Cramer
Jack Czajkowski and Claire Carlson
William Darity Jr. and Andrea Kirsten Mullen
Kathryn Daviau
Seth and Heather Decoteau
Will DeRiso
Charlie and Kelly DeRose
Washburn & McGoldrick LLC
Jack and Colette Dill
George Ditomassi and Michele Mega-Ditomassi
Linda and Bill Donoghue *
Peter and Amy Dopp
Ron and Dolores Douville
David DuBois
Christopher and Tracy Dupont
East Longmeadow Rotary Memorial Scholarship Foundation, Inc.
Employees of Monson Savings Bank
Barry and Roberta Epstein
Kent and Scottie Faerber
Lesley Farlow and Steven Winn
Barry Feingold and Marci Yoss
First Congregational Church in Amherst, UCC
Nicholas Fleisher and Phoebe Fiddler
Cara Foster and John Williamson
John and Paula Gallup *
Give with Liberty
David and Michelle Glidden
Goggins Real Estate
Kathy Goos and Barry Werth
Bill Grass
Kent and Ruth Griffiths
Kenneth Hahn and Sharon Saline
Linda and Peter Hammarstrom
Employees of Hampden Papers Inc.
Teresa Harris
Health New England, Inc.
Jane and Paul Hetzel
Marissa Hoechstetter and David Whitehill
Robert and Arthur Jacobs
Johnson Charitable Gift Fund
David and Sally Keehn *
Frances Gingle Keenan
Carol and Ken Kinsley
John and Ann Klenakis
Jeffrey Knight and Audrey Guhn
Jo-Ann Konieczny
Donald and Victoria Kozera
William and Roswitha Ladue
Cathy and Ed Lamoureux
Lennox Foundation
Ellen Leuchs and Diane Curtis *
Conrad Liebenow
Joseph Lobello *
Michael Lynch and Shannon Helen Tarleton
Diane Martel and Janet Kuster
Elaine Massery and Jane Ricci
John McNally
Mary McNamara
Paula Messier
Susan Mikula and Rachel Maddow
Sally Mitchell *
Peter Morse and Emily Marsters
Paul and Dale Murphy *
Noonan Energy Corporation
Thomas O’Neil *
O’Reilly, Talbot & Okun Associates, Inc.
Chris Orszulak
Anne Paradis and Mary Jane Canavan *
Peace Development Fund, Inc.
George Peppard and Carolyn Gray
Pershing LLC
Petricca Industries Inc. and Family
Jim and Kit Polga
Nina Pollard
Chris and Laura Postler
Maya Rabasa
Wallis and Cornelia Reid *
Retired Public Employees Committee for Political Action
Jeffrey and Deborah Roth-Howe
Elisabeth Selkirk
Alfred and Mary Siano
Stephanie Silverman and Adam Garretson
Karen Simpson
Kenn and Katherine Sinclair
Catherine Smith
Joe and Noel Stela
Robin and Audrey Taylor *
TD Ameritrade
Paula and Paul Terkelsen *
Caroline and William Toner
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
United Personnel Services, Inc.
Roger Webb
Edward Welch
Peter Weston *
Mo and Cher Willems
Nancy Wheeler and Tom Willits
Steven Winn and Lesley Farlow
Joanne Wisniewski
Carina Wohl and Mark Arsenault
Michael Wohl
Anne Woodhull
Jonathan and Meg Wright
Anonymous (16)

$500 to $999
Jane Abts
Aero Fastener Co., Inc.
Jay Ash and Susan Carney Ash
Michael and Barbara Ashe
Autodesk
Dana Barrows *
Hosea Baskin and Sarah Buttenwieser
Carla Becker
Joshua Bedell and Sarah Marcus
Marc Berman and Elizabeth Stone
Dennis Bidwell and Mary Ann Kelly
Mary Birks
Elizabeth Brogle
Janet Kaplan Bucciarelli
Laurie Cabana
Heather Carroll
Joseph and Patricia Chandler
Mary Chandler
Matthew Chandler
Sara Churchill-Winser
Mary Lou Collins
Bill and Jody Cunningham
Lynn and Robert Dashevsky
Jean Deliso and Lila Doherty *
Linda Dunlavy *
Dennis Duquette *
Stephen and Judith Ellenburg
Aracelis Feliciano
Steven Finer *
Jennifer Frye
Lorain Giles
David Glaser
Danielle Godon-Decoteau
Steve Goodwin *
Barry and Diane Graham
Corwin Greenberg and Parvati Maggie Grais
Shannon Greenwell and Chris Paddock
Andrew Guswa
Richard and Janet Haas
Harold Seewald Charitable Fund
Kimberly Henley
Bruce and Lisa Hiltunen *
Elaine Holder
William and Elizabeth Ward Holm
Independent Insurance Agents of Hampden County, Inc.
Orlando Isaza and Milagro Isaza-Figueroa *
Klan Ivey
Joe Czajkowski Farm
Stephen Jones
Myla and Jon Kabat-Zinn
Edward Kelly *
Lynne Kokoski
Martin Konowitch and Barbara Jones
Michael Korzeniowski
Steven Kramer
Sue Kranz
Daniel Kunhardt
Michelle Larkin
Patrick Lavelle *
Bruce and Barbara Lawson
Amy and Martin Leos-Urbel
Claudia Levin and Dan Gardner
Jim and Erin Lynch
Susan Magee *
Robert and Margaret Markel
Ann Markes and Matthew Kane *
Kathleen McCartney and William Hagen *
Kathleen McLaughlin
Jean Medrek
Roland and Ann Menard
Paul and Barbara Meunier
Loraine Millman
The Murray Family
New York Life Insurance
1st Squadron 1st Cavalry Reunion Group (1976 - 1983)
Lisa Oram
Thomas O. Panaccione
Daisy Pereira-Tosado and Shirley Tosado *
Beverly Perkins and Sharon Gill
Dale and Lorna Peterson *
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Adele Pike *
Robert Pollin and Sigrid Miller Pollin
Professional Women's Chamber
Nancy Remillard
Bob and Margie Riddle
Henry Rosenberg and Katherine Hicks
Ann Roy
Christina Royal
Andrew Russell and Dyan Pennington
Caitlin Sainio
Michael Schwartz
Arthur and Amy Sher
Paul Spector and Jane Cross
Alyce Stiles
Robert Suprenant
John Thorpe
Richard Towne
Gregory Virgilio
Mary Walachy
Therese and Bryan Walch
Aaron Wodin-Schwartz
Wolf & Company Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Anonymous (10)

$100 to $499

Denise Accordino
Linda Ackerman
Ronald Ackerman and Cleo Gorman *
Gwen Agna and Thomas Marantz
Lois Ahrens
Carole Alderman
Jeanne Allen
Peter Alminas
American Guild of Organist - Springfield Chapter
Ameriprise Financial Investment Services, Inc.
Elise and Philip Anton *
Rel Antosca
Miguel Arce
Alice and Ted Armen *
The LeBeau Family and Employees of Associated Electro-Mechanics, Inc.
Kim Audette
Mark and Ellen Augarten
Noreen and Jim Aylward
James Ayres *
James Babson
Donald and Marie Bacchiocchi
Nancy Bair *
Katharine Baker and Peter Titelman
Nancy Bandman-Boyle
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund *
John Barber
Dan Barkyoubm
Maureen Barry *
Lisa Baskin
Kenneth and Kim Batista
The Bell Family
Belt Technologies, Inc.
Sarah and Stephen Benitez
Susan and Richard Berard
Ellen and Peter Berek *
Jessica Berger
Keith Bergeron
Courtney and Jack Bergersen
Alan Berkenwald
Meiya Bao Berkey
David and Iris Berkman *
Paul and Sally Bermanzohn
Herbert and Mary Bernstein
Laurel and Sandy Bernstein
Jonathan Bete and Prity Shah
Akram Bhuiya
Lynne Birks
Lisa Blacher
Aster and Gorham Black
Peter Blain
Jake Blais
Allison Blajida
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Jean Blakeman
Barbara Bodzin *
Judy Boehlert
Mary Boland
Stephen and Kit Sang Boos
Sandra Boston
Stephen Bosworth
Robert Boutiller
Francesca Bowman
Paula Bowyer
James Boyce and Elizabeth Hartmann
Gayanne Boyer and
Laurie Sonoda Dillon
Ann Bracchi
Mary and Donald Brainerd
Glen Brewster
Phillip Bricker and Margi Caplan
Laura Broad
Theodore and Rosemary Brown
Margaret Brownell
Richard Brunswick
John Bryant
Marcia Burick
Nikki Burnett *
Alan and Suzi Burstein *
Polihimnia Cabaero and
Freya Bromwich
Thomas and Deborah Campfield
Frank and Marian Cantalini
Linda Cantalini
Gerald and Brenda Canter
Kate Careb
Diane Carleton
Robert Carney and Maureen Sullivan
Christina and Kurt Carnovale
Amy and Vincent Caruso *
Charles Casartello and
Carol Kantany-Casartello
Gregory Casinghino
Kathryn Chandler
Roger and Terri Chapdelaine
Frances Chechile
Yvonne Cherry
Deborah Childs
Stuart Chipkin and Marcia Guzy
David Clark
Eileen Claveloux
Mary Ann and Dan Clawson
Stephen and Mary Clay
Kristen and Lee Cohen
Shera Cohen *
Collins Electric: Larry and Mary
John and Maryann Collins
Karen Collins
Michael and Kathleen Collins
The Colvest Group, LTD
Comcast Corporation *
James and Carol Connery
Deborah and Eric Cook
Linda and Robert Corrineau
Bill Corwin and Jennifer Rosner *
Antonia Cote and Anthony Costa
Bruce and Julia Cowley
Mark and Frances Cress *
Bryan Cummings
Mary Curtin and Karen Adelman
Michelle Dacosta Ingugliato
Scott Daniels
Joel Dansky and Nancy Felton
Cary Dash
Manuel and Cher DaSilva
Leslie and Elizabeth Davis
Linda and John Degray
Officers and Members of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc.
Daniel and Nancy Dennigmann
Linda and Dennis Desmarais *
Patricia Devine
Rosalind Devine
Mary and Paul Deyette
Jeffrey and Wendy Diamond
Harriet and William Diamond
Deerfield Academy: Advancement
Office Employees
Dale and Lynn Diefenderfer
Harry Dodson
Barbara Dombkowski
Stephen Doyle
Ashley DuBois
Elizabeth DuBois
Marjorie and Seth Dunehew
Patricia and John Egan
Ruth Eican
Gerald Epstein and Francine Deutsch
Carl and Irene Ersing *
Essential Healthcare
Susan and Ed Etheredge
Debra Fairfield
Jean Fallon
Diana Falvo *
Family Bike, Inc.
James and Delores Farrell
Fausey Fifth Grade Team
Dina Fein and Daniel Workman
Meredith Feltus
William Fenton
Ann Ferguson
Ferriter & Ferriter LLC
Maurice and Margaret Ferriter *
Sophie and Ronald Ferron
Financial Development Agency, Inc.
Saul Finestone
John Fitzgerald
Thomas Fitzgerald and Kara Conway
James and Victoria Fletcher
Janice and Daniel Fleuriel
Justin Fortanascio
John Foster and Lorena Foster Healy
Melinda Fowler
Danielle Fox
Sandra Franceschini
Adele Franks and Steve Jones
Dempwolf Frey
Jane Frey
Joan Fried
Gene Friedlander and Maureen Moore
Kristine Furkey
Elaine Fusco and Walter Chudzik
Paul and Doreen Gallagher
Carol Garner
Harold Garrett-Goodyear
Virginia Garrity
Garvey Communications
Associates, Inc.
Gilbert and Charlene Gary
Leilani Gaulin
Carol Gaw and William Francia
David Gaw
Jessica Gaw
Nancy Gendron
Katherine Gerstle and Jennifer Werner
Alex Ghiselin
Donald Giguere
Irene Della Giustina
GiveGab Inc
Deirdre Godfrey
William Godfrey
Norbert Goldfield
Vera Gomes
Jeff and Lorrie Grass
Greater Springfield Credit Union
Janet Greenblatt
Melissa Greenspan and J. Paterson Rae
Bryan Gross
Lauren Grover
Suzanne and Jaber Gubrium
Employee of Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
Richard Guzowski *
Matthew and Deborah Haas
Dolores Habel
Jan Hackman
Ann T. Hall and Sandra H. Lake
Sarah Hall and Brad Arndt
Steve and Daphne Hall
Lisa and Thomas Haluch
Barry and Joanne Hamel
Cynthia Hamlin
Heidi Hampson
Cathi Hanauer and Daniel Jones *
Tricia and Mark Hanrahan
Alexander Harper
Betsy Harper
John Harrison
Richard Hart
The Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co
Kathryn Hartmann
William and Diana Haver
Hayden Corporation
Maureen Heasley *
Ira Helfand
Eric and Yehudit Heller
John and Marie Hennessy
John and Kathleen Henry
Amanda and Robert Hicks
Thomas Hidalgo
Mary Clare Higgins
Norma Higham and Wilfred Poliquin *
Debbie and Calvin Highfield
Nancy Hill
Dan Hodge
Herbert and Janet Hodos *
Sherrill Hogen
Colleen Holmes
Frank Holmquist
David and Jeanne Hoose
Tim Hope
Elizabeth Horn and Shawn Shimpach
Robert Horowitz and Catherine Nagel
Gerald Hosley
Ohio Geese Control
Mary Hoyer
Jane Hurley
Leo Hwang and Debbie Way
Paula Ingalls
Insight Meditation Center of Pioneer Valley Dhamma Dena, Inc.
Insuritas
Katherine Irwin
Simon James
Rachel Jenkins and Edward Hirsch
Ann Johnson
Pamela Jones Hadley
Jeffrey Jones
Peter Jones
Peter and Linda Kazos
James and Eileen Kalinowski
Walter and Jeanne Kapinos
Jenny Katz-Brandoli
Roger Kaufman
Kari and Dave Kayiatos *
Ellen Keefe
Rockwell and Carol Keeney
David Keith and Carol Johnston
Paul Kenney
Cheryl Kiras and Deborah Marshall
Kitchen Encounters, Inc.: The Families of Bob & Lisa and Michael & Hilda Gasteyer
Darlene and Russell Klauert *
Alisa Klein and Amy Stamm
Sarah Klenakis *
Michael and Barbara Klofas
Anne Klupa
Mary Knight
Philip Korman and Nora Israeloff
David Kotz and Karen Pfeifer
Nancy Kovacevich
Ross Krause
Richard Kresock
Kate Kruckemeyer
Elias Kuh
Suzanne Kulik
Jason Kulp and Mohini Sridharan Kulp
Lisa Kusek
Cynthia Kuusisto
Eun Mi Kwon
Marianne LaBarge
Susan Amell LaFlamme
The Laliberte Family
Casey Lamb
Sharon and Henry Lamoureux
Dan and Kathleen Lancour
Peter and Peg Landon *
E M and Brian Langdon
Donald and Nancy Lavalleie
David and Janet Lavigne
Chris and George Leary
Catherine Leavy
David and Louise Lecca
Louise LeGouis
Shirley Lescarbeau
Lori and Scott Letendre
Robert Leveille and Elaine Dunlap
Beth Levesque
Joseph Levine and Louise Antony
Richard Levitan
Lexington Group, Inc.
Diane Liebert
Jonathan Liebman and Ann Fine
Danielle Light
Erin Linville
Loos & Co., Inc.
Rafael Lopez-Sanchez
Susan and Morton Lynn
Barbara Magnuson and
Vernon Blodgett
Dwight and Doris Magovern
Suzanne Mahoney
Lorraine Mangione
Nicoletta Mango
David Manning
Joseph and Carole Manning
Roberta Maratea
Olivia Marble
Elizabeth Markovits
Brenda Marotto and Marc Potvin
Dee Martin, Stephen Bode and
Family, Scott Bode and Family and
Sharon Bode
Anthony Mascaro
Barbara and Bob Mathewson
Joshua Maybar
Mary Jo Maydew *
Joe McCarthy
Susan McCarthy
Jane and HT McClure
Molly and Alex McGill
Judith McGinity
Stephanie and Paul McGriff
Michael McKinley
Charlotte McLaughlin
Margaret McNeill
Janine McVay
Robert and Ellen Meeropol
Belden Merims *
Nicola Metcalf
Nancy Mihcuc
Bruce and Jane Miller
Michael Miller
Robert Moll and Rachel Folsom
Lucy Mooney
James and Judith Moran
Jim and Lynn Moran
Alphonse and Jeffrey Morassi
Susan and Frederic Mackler
Linda Moriarty and Family
Barbara and Roger Morin
James and Gwen Morrissey
Molly Moskal
Camela and David Moskin
Kathleen and Walter Mullin *
Natalia Muñoz
Daniel Murphy and Anna Whitton
Terry Murphy
Diane and Greg Murray
Eric Nakajima
Howard Natenshon and
Rosemary Caine
David and Catharine Newbury
Suzanne Newby-Estes *
Newport Festivals Foundation
Fanny Ng
Nancy Nickerson
Ellen and Barry Nigroshi
Helen Norris and Richard Miller
Anne Nugent and Tony Rogers
Roderick O’Connor
Liz O’Dair
Matthew Olbert
Ian and Laura Oneil
Ostberg & Associates
Maureen O’Toole
Anita and Wade Overgaard
Carol Owen and Michael Posner
Tracie and Peter Padykula
Thomas Panaccione
Victor and Sue Panitch
Paragus Strategic IT
Ronda Parish *
David Pascucci
Mala Patel
Sejal Patel
Ronald Patenaude and David Roy
Mary and Michael Patruski
Robert Paynter and Linda Morley
Christopher and Louisa Pelkey
Frances Perkins
Mary Peterson
Judy Pidgeon
John and Emily Pieters *
Priscilla Pike *
Clara Pincus
Richard and Marcia Placek *
Robert Plasse
Rutherford Platt
Richard and Carol Plaut
George and Christine Podmore
Alexander and Harriet Pollatsk
Kelly Poniatowski
William and Catherine Corey Poole
Pamela Porter and Brian DeVriese *
Ina and Eli Porth
Judith Potts
Mary Preyner
Mary Price
Jay and Marlene Primack
Emily Pritchard
Marietta and William Pritchard *
Michael Prokosch
John Ptaszek *
Christopher and Cynthia Pyle
Stanley Rabinowitz *
Karen Randall
Randolph Products
Sean Redding and Peter Siegelman
Jena Rhinehart
Karen Ricci
Laura Riccio
Neil Rice
Katie Richardson
Christopher and DeAnne Riddle
Laura Rivers
Anna and Steven Robbins
Julia Rose
Anne and Joel Rosen *
Kenneth Rosenthal *
Tom and Sarah Rossmassler *
Paul Rothenberg and Jaana Cutson
Eleanor Rothman *
Elizabeth Rumelt
Ellen Russell and Peter Foley
Brittany Ryan
Dianne and Bob Ryan
Jim, Paul, Tim, Jake and Mary Ryan
Paul Ryan and Patricia Woods
Martha Sabin
Cynthia and Robert Samson
James and Louise Sanctuary
Jennifer Sanders James and Patrick James
Laurie Sanders and Frederic Morrison
Michael and Margaret Sanders
Susan Scantlen
Reed and Laurie Schimmelfing
Sigrid Schmalzer
SciDose LLC
M. Scott Investment Services, Inc.
Georgia Scura
John Sears
Warren and Mary Ann Sedran
Russell Seelig *
Richard and Eleanor Seiler *
Douglas Selkirk
Kathryn Service *
Ann and Edward Shanahan
Michael Shannon
Kathleen Sharkey
Brendan Shea
Ullapi Shrestha *
Shloka Shroff
Elizabeth Silver and M.V. Lee Badgett
MC Silver *
Cynthia Simison
Paula and Alan Julian Siok
Maureen Griffin
Jewel Slepcuk *
David Slowler and Noryn Resnick
Joan C. Smith
Nathan Smith
Preston Smith and Lynda Pickbourn
Judith Solksken *
Jane Sommer *
Susan Space
Cathy Spath
Spirit of Springfield, Inc.
Joel Spiro and Leigh Bailey
Springfield Regional Chamber of Commerce
Jennifer St. Onge
Johanna Stacy
Sister Geraldine Stanton
Mary-Anne and John Stearns
Douglas and Beth Stebbins
Jennifer Stebbins
Richard and Mary Stedman
Robert Steinberg
Craig Stevens
Kathleen Stevens
William Stewart and Nina Tepper
Norman and Gloria Strader
Rick and Lisa Sullivan *
Sylvia Sullivan
Michelle Swajanen
Alice and Michael Swift
Kate Sypek
Patricia and Gregory Szyluk
Tacoma Alumnae Chapter Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Kenneth and Catherine Talan
Nancy Talanian and Francis Fortino
Gary and Carlie Tartakov
Mary Jeanne Tash
Sara Taylor
Timothy Taylor
Team Walkie Talkie: Christine Pinney, Lorraine Plasse, Christine and Jeffrey Sagaly, Helene Soja-Watkins and Arthur and Elizabeth Tipaldi
René and Susan Thébierge
Nancy Thibodeau
Frederick and Barbara Thomas
John and Linda Thompson
Elizabeth Tierney
William Togneri and Ms. Kathleen Tremble
Mark and Noreen Tolosky *
Thomas Toman
Lee Tonet *
Bernadette S. Toomey *
Maria Idali Torres
Michael and Sheila Toto *
Trinity Church of Chicopee
Susan Leigh Triolo
Bill and Tammy Trudeau
U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
UBS Matching Gift Program
Elaine Ulman and David Pesuit
United Way of Franklin County, Inc. *
United Way of the Coastal Empire *
Thomas and Susan Updike
Ted and Janet Urban
Mary and David Valle
Jovonna Van Pelt *
Elaine Vega
Maria and Fabiola Vega
Brian Vendig
Kathleen Veronesi
James Vinick
Fran Volkman and Joan Cenedella
Gloria and Michael Wald
Carol Walker
Christopher Wallis
Richard and Susan Watson
Helene Wegzyn
Carol Halpern Werner *
West Springfield Education Association
Town of West Springfield
Raymond and Tonie Ann White
Dana Whyte *
Bruce and Marcia Willard
Dan Williams
Bill and Barbie Williams
Williamsburg High School Alumni Association
Robert Wilson *
Robert Winston
PVPA Board of Trustees
Thaddeus and Robin Witaszek
Tom and Peggy Wolff
Buck Wong
Peggy and Gill Woods *
Cate Woolner and Dan Croteau
Madeleine Wozniak
Angela and Joe Wright *
Betty and John Wright
Richard and Diane Wright
Chiu Sik Wu
Peter Wulkan and Leslie Lomasson
John and Mary Margaret Young
Myrtle Wynder
Anne Zadie
William and Christine Zajac
Lisa Zapson
Andrew and Shelley Zimbalist
Megan and Fred Zinn
Kathy Zweir
Millie Zweir and Rich Rosen
Anonymous (67)

Up to $99

Noreen Acconcio
Gail Akinnusotu *
Laurel Alexander
Rob Allen and Robin Sherman *
Timothy Allen
Sharin Alpert
AmazonSmile Foundation
Margaret Andrews
Sophia Apteker
Alyssa Arens *
Jeff Aron
Joseph and Clare Ashe
Andrea Ayvazian
Gina Ayvazian and Marcel Walters
Mary Babinski
Renuka Ballal
Jordan Barnard
James Barnes and John Hutchinson
Muriel Barnes
Ben Barshefsky
Aurelia and Kenneth Batista
Louis and Brenda Beaudoin
Debbie and Steven Beaudry
Amy Beaulieu
Lisa and John Behan
John Berkowitz
Rosemary and Larry Bernier
Frank Bernini
Sheila Berthiaume
Vincent Biggs
Susan Bishop
Lisa Blain
Sheila Blum
Raymond and Barbara Bolek
Christopher Bolek
Alan and Anita Bolton
Jessica Bond
Maureen and Tom Borsari
Stephen Bosco
Julius Brecht
Craig Brenner *
Josh Briggs
Janet Brown
Raymond Brown and Cathleen Robinson *
Abby Buck
Just Giving Communications
Jeffrey Burke
Joan Burkat
Marilyn Buuck
Brenda and Frank Canning
Laura Canon
Milton Cantor
Jay Caplan *
Barbara and Maura Carbery
Carol Cardinal
Michael and Erin Carey
Hannah Carrasco
Jean Casey
Deborah Chadwick
Jules and Peter Chametzky
Mark Checkwicz
Peter and Deborah Christakos *
Casey Clark *
Steve Clines
Sally Clymer
Bernard Cohen and Jane Lindfors
Lewis Cohen and Joan Berzoff
Marianna and John Connolly
William and Jeanne Conrad
Paul Cooney
Cosmopolitan Club
Therese Couture
Cranbury Therapeutic Massage
Gabriella Della Croce
Robert Cownrer *
Eileen Cullinan and Robb Strycharz
Simone and Henry Cunningham
Maria and Dennis Curtin-McKenna *
Linda Dagradi and Ritch Ryan
Judy and Carmine Daniele
Stephanie Davolos
Diana De Almeida and Sarah Karol *
Ellen Deane
Mary and Gary Dearman
Maria Filomena Decarvalho
William and Patricia Decoteau
Ralph and Tina DeLullo
Susan DeMaria
Sandra Dennis and Martha Knieriem
Susan Desjardins *
Virginia Desmarais
Anastasia Dildin
Linda Dimartino
Helena Dinerman and Kenneth Lederman
Dawn DiStefano
John and Mary Pat Donah
Robert Dorin
Priscilla Drucker
Dianne DuBois
Jacqueline DuBois
Marie and Arthur DuBois
Patricia Duffy
Maureen Dunphy
Roberta and Larry Duprey
Doris and Bruce Dutko
Julie Dwight
Justine Dymond
Larry and Mary Anne Eagan
Sylvia Eddens
Linda Eichengreen and Douglas Beattie
Richard and Carol Engelson
Sarah Ericson
Margaret and Sam Everett
Scott Factor
Hal Fales
Carol Fazio
Richard Feeley
Lisa and Scott Fertik
Deborah and Paul Fiorentino
John and Andrea Fitzpatrick
Lauren Florence
John Flynn
William and Gayle Fogarty
Lucia Foley
Nikai Fondon
Clifford and Judith Fonsh
Mariah Ford
Robin Fordham
Andrea Fox
Barbara Francis
Yvonne Freccero
Russell and Martha Freedman
D. Dina Friedman and Shel Horowitz
Four Seasons of Stone Harbor
James and Ellen Gallivan
Jacob Gardner
Thomas Gardner
Tom and Stacy Garvey
Bill and Maureen Garvey
Bridget Gately
Paula Gaudet
Ryan Gaw
Laura Gebhardt
George J F Bullwinkel Fund
John Germain and Erin Walther
Monroe Gilmour
Albert and Willa Giordano
Mickey and Penina Glazer
Mary Giesmann
Charles Goldblatt
Frances Goldsch
Robert Goodman and Stephanie Levin
Putnam and Kathleen Goodwin-Boyd
Kelsey Graham
Deidre Kelleher Grass
Nicole Graves
Betsy Green
Peter Greenberg and Carol Levine
Ellen Grey
Eric Gross and Mary Ann Dassatti
Elizabeth Grover
Sonja Grover
Joan Gruszewski
Hope and Eric Gustafson
Joan and Robert Haff
Catherine Hallaman
Ann Hamilton
Hampten County Chiropractic
Sherrill Harbison
Sandra Harris
Sheila Harris
Kelly Hawkins
John and Constance Hegarty
Richard and Jodie Heimgartner
Cheryl Hersey
Marjorie Hess and Rudolph Talaber
Kimberly and Mary Patterson Hester
Margery Heyl and Paul Rushmer
Logan Higger and Jessie Spector
Norman Hirschfeld and Marsha Stone
Marion Hohn
David and Marcia Holden
Jeffrey Holman
Ashley Holmes
Joan Honeyman
Edwina and Gilbert Hubbard
Priscilla and Daniel Hurley
Shannon Hurley
Alan Hurwitz
Claire Hutchinson
Patricia Hynes
Jenny Fleming-Ives and Peter Ives
Edward Jacob and Joy Kingstein
Paul Jacobs and Ann Haggerty-Jacobs
Amy Jacobson and Lynn Zashin
Lorraine Janis
Abigail Jenks
Robin Jensen
Phyllis and Peter Jeswald
Doraine Jodkowski and Bill Swartz
Michael Jonah and Sheryl Ardizoni-Jonah
Lewis and Phyllis Jordan
Aaron and Linda Kashmanian
Susan Kashmanian-Smith
Noah Kassis
Thea Katsounakis
Ellen and Marc Kaufmann
Aster and Girma Kebbede
Randy Kehler and Betsy Corner
Deborah Kelder
Katherine Kelly
Madison Kelly and Sylena Echevarria
Karen Kennedy
Kathleen Kennedy
Scott Kennedy and Suzanne Strauss
Jane Kennedy-Tenzar
Paul Kingston
Kenneth and Ethel Kipen
Suzy Klein Berndt
Martha and Michael Klein
Eric Knight
Joan Knox
Donna Jackson-Kohli and Torvald Kohlin
Wolf Kornreich
Patricia Kotila
Robert Krause
Jeff and Diana Krauth
Colleen and Mark Kucinski *
Paul and Marianne Kukulka
La Segunda Food Corp
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